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Microsoft Antigen for Exchange Cracked 2022 Latest Version is a server-based antivirus
solution that provides comprehensive protection across Exchange 2003 and Exchange 2000
environments. It can be deployed on front-end and back-end Exchange servers, protecting
against perimeter threats as well as providing internal incident containment. Inbound and

outbound scanning is performed at the SMTP stack and real-time scanning at the Exchange
Information Store. Antigen for Exchange is a server-based antivirus solution that provides

comprehensive protection across Exchange 2003 and Exchange 2000 environments. It can be
deployed on front-end and back-end Exchange servers, protecting against perimeter threats as
well as providing internal incident containment. Inbound and outbound scanning is performed
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at the SMTP stack and real-time scanning at the Exchange Information Store. Antigen for
Exchange is based on the innovative Antigen Antivirus and Antivirus Endpoint product
technology platform. Antigen for Exchange uses Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 and

Exchange 2000 email servers as the back-end repository for antivirus and security
information. Antigen for Exchange provides protection by: ￭ Using multiple scan engines at

multiple layers throughout the e-mail infrastructure to uncover emerging e-mail threats ￭
Using Microsoft Exchange as a repository of antivirus definitions and signatures ￭

Automatically updating virus definitions and updates as soon as they are released ￭ Detecting
and eliminating viruses, worms, and other threats through a combination of dynamic engine
and database scanning and real-time scanning at the Exchange Information Store ￭ Efficient

and automatic quarantine of viruses, worms, and other threats through the use of multiple
quarantine mailboxes in the Exchange environment ￭ Proactively identifying spam messages
and spam mailboxes as they enter the mail system, delivering content filtering capability as

early as possible ￭ Making virus scanning and protection part of the normal business
workflow by using Exchange Server 2003 or Exchange Server 2000-based SMTP servers

Availability and Control ￭ Support for multiple email servers, multiple inbound and outbound
scan routes, and high availability ￭ Ability to lock down specific inbound or outbound rules

by e-mail address ￭ Ability to deploy policy groups to specify access rights to specific groups
of users ￭ Ability to deploy custom mail rule sets to direct mail traffic to specific scan

engines, schedules, and antivirus products ￭ Ability to deploy applications to limit individual
inbound, outbound, or mail flow through a policy group Secure Content ￭ Advanced filtering

and
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￭ Provides a consistent macro method for configuring encryption keys in Microsoft Exchange
2000 ￭ Supports a per-user or a per-group key store mode ￭ Supports both configuration files

(.EXE,.DLL,.INF) and registry entries ￭ Supports Unicode and UTF-8 encoding and
encoding types for strings (UPPERCASE or LOWERCASE) ￭ Supports per-user or per-
group options ￭ Supports multiple keys for the same user ￭ Supports Key Specification

Extensions ￭ Supports the creation of extensions for other keys (e.g., public key for PKCS
#11 key stores) ￭ Supports extended key names, e.g., using underscores ( _ ) for the key

container name ￭ Supports multiple key names for the same user and key ￭ Supports keys
stored in one of the three key containers: 1. KeyStore 2. PKCS #11 3. Active Directory

Directory Services container (AD DS) ￭ Key and cert names are specified in the folder name
￭ Supports both asymmetric (private/public key pairs) and symmetric keys ￭ Supports key

store file names and registry keys ￭ Supports properties (e.g., access rights) for keys ￭
Supports multiple properties for the same key ￭ Supports key generation using a template ￭
Supports configuration and export of the user’s keystore ￭ Supports configuration and export
of keys stored in a registry key ￭ Supports encrypted keys when using a PKCS #11 key store

￭ Supports storing the encrypted keys in the registry ￭ Supports loading the keys from a
PKCS #11 key store ￭ Supports creating a certificate extension ￭ Supports creating a private

key extension ￭ Supports importing and exporting keys ￭ Supports exporting keys from
keystores of other users ￭ Supports importing keys from keystores of other users ￭ Supports
importing keys from a PKCS #11 key store ￭ Supports exporting keys from a PKCS #11 key
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store ￭ Supports certificate extensions using certificate templates ￭ Supports PKCS #11
certificates ￭ Supports PKCS #11 certificates that use a SAN field (dNSName) ￭ Supports a

system-wide (Site 77a5ca646e
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Antigen for Exchange is a server-based antivirus solution that provides comprehensive
protection across Microsoft Exchange 2003 and Exchange 2000 environments. It protects
against viruses, worms, and other malicious software such as botnets, the destructive behavior
of which threatens the integrity of data and information. Antigen for Exchange for Microsoft
Exchange Server 2003 and Microsoft Exchange Server 2000 provides network-level
protection, including e-mail application layer scanning and blocking of potentially malicious e-
mail messages and attachments. Spam detection is enhanced with advanced anti-spam
technology, including industry-leading intelligent spam classification to stop spam before it is
delivered, and a spam quarantine database to block spam from entering a user's mail box. In
addition, Antigen for Exchange helps organizations manage viruses and spam in their e-mail
infrastructure through highly flexible message alerts and reporting. Antigen for Exchange for
Microsoft Exchange Server 2003 and Microsoft Exchange Server 2000 provides front-end
and back-end protection for Exchange 2003 and Exchange 2000 environments. It can be
deployed on front-end and back-end Exchange 2003 and Exchange 2000 servers, protecting
against perimeter threats as well as providing internal incident containment. Inbound and
outbound scanning is performed at the SMTP stack and real-time scanning at the Exchange
Information Store. Antigen for Exchange is tightly integrated with Exchange, providing
enhanced ability to block malicious attachments and e-mail messages. At the client or
application layer, Antigen for Exchange provides e-mail application layer scanning for viruses
and other types of malware. Antigen for Exchange can detect and block viruses and other
malicious software, including malicious files, documents with embedded code, e-mail
messages with embedded code, and worms and botnets. Antigen for Exchange enables
organizations to detect, block, and quarantine potentially malicious e-mail messages and
attachments. To prevent infection and improve spam detection, Antigen for Exchange also
integrates with the Exchange Information Store. It provides the Exchange Information Store
with extensive, real-time scanning, including e-mail message content, attachments, and file
system data, to prevent potentially malicious files and e-mail attachments from being
delivered to an organization's mail boxes. Antigen for Exchange analyzes e-mail messages at
the application layer to block malicious attachments, including e-mail worms and botnets.
Antigen for Exchange provides immediate incident containment and recovery through a
quarantine database, which can block malicious e-mail messages from entering a user's
mailbox and deliver them to the virus quarantine repository, if possible. This provides a high
level of protection and helps keep critical business-

What's New In?

Microsoft Antigen e-mail security products help businesses protect their e-mail and
collaboration servers from viruses, worms, spam, and inappropriate content. Many of today's
viruses and worms are designed by criminal hackers to rapidly infect millions of computer
systems across the world through the Web and e-mail. In addition to e-mail threats, an
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evolving ecosystem of viruses, worms, and blended threats are finding new ways to propagate
inside corporate networks--including via portals and instant messaging applications. As a
result, messaging and collaboration infrastructure is a critical focal point for businesses in the
fight against malicious software. Antigen server security products provide comprehensive
protection for e-mail and collaboration environments with: ￭ Advanced Protection: Multiple
scan engines at multiple layers throughout the e-mail infrastructure provide improved
protection against e-mail threats. ￭ Availability and Control: Tight integration with Microsoft
Exchange and Windows-based SMTP servers maximizes availability and management control.
￭ Secure Content: Helps organizations eliminate inappropriate language and dangerous
attachments from internal and external communications. To prevent infection and improve
spam detection, Antigen e-mail security products combine the strengths of multiple, industry-
leading technologies to uncover the latest e-mail threats and spammer tactics. The Antigen e-
mail server security products provide complete server-level protection and will help you easily
protect your e-mail infrastructure at multiple points in the network to prevent productivity
loss and downtime. Requirements: Processor ￭ PC with a 166-MHz or higher Intel processor
Memory ￭ 512 MB of available memory or more is recommended Hard Disk ￭ 100 MB of
available disk space Microsoft Exchange ￭ Exchange Server 2003 or Exchange Server 2000
-- supports Microsoft Exchange running on Microsoft Cluster Servers Additional
Requirements ￭ Internet Information Services (IIS) 4.0 must be installed ￭ If using Exchange
Server 2000, Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) 2.7 and Jet 4.0 SP3 must be
installed Description: Microsoft Antigen e-mail security products help businesses protect their
e-mail and collaboration servers from viruses, worms, spam, and inappropriate content. Many
of today's viruses and worms are designed by criminal hackers to rapidly infect millions of
computer systems across the world through the Web and e-mail. In addition to e-mail threats,
an evolving ecosystem of viruses, worms, and blended threats are finding new ways to
propagate inside corporate networks--including via portals and instant messaging applications.
As a result, messaging and collaboration infrastructure is a critical focal point for businesses
in the fight against malicious software. Antigen server security products provide
comprehensive protection for e-mail and collaboration environments with: ￭ Advanced
Protection: Multiple scan engines at multiple layers throughout the e-mail infrastructure
provide improved protection against e-mail threats. ￭ Availability and Control: Tight
integration with Microsoft Exchange and Windows-
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System Requirements For Antigen For Exchange:

*PowerPC G3, G4, and G5 computer systems with Mac OS X (10.3.x - 10.7.x). *Installation
requires 400MB of free disk space, or 30MB of free memory. *Requires an Intel-based Mac
computer with Intel 486SX, 488, Pentium, or P3 processor, with Mac OS X 10.3.2 or later.
*The system requirements are the minimum requirements to install and run Stable version.
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